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ABSTRACT

Electron-transfer (ET) reactions are key steps in a diverse array of biological
transformationsranging from photosynthesisto aerobic respiration. A powerful
theoretical formalismhas been developedthat describes ET rates in terms of two
parameters: the nuclear reorganization energy (1)and the electroniccoupling
strength (HAB).Studies of ET reactions in ruthenium-modified proteins have
probed h and HAB in several metalloproteins(cytochromec, myoglobin,azurin).
This work has shown that protein reorganization energies are sensitive to the
medium surrounding the redox sites and that an aqueous environment, in particular, leads to large reorganization energies. Analyses of electroniccoupling
strengths suggest that the efficiency of long-range ET depends on the protein
secondary structure: sheets appear to mediate coupling more efficiently than
a-helical structures, and hydrogen bonds play a critical role in both.
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INTRODUCTION
A combination of X-ray crystallographic experiments and biophysical investigations has produced a strikingly detailed picture of the initial events in
photosynthesis (1, 2). The primary photochemical charge separation occurs
with a time constant of 2 ps, creating a hole in the special pair (BChz) and
placing an electron on the bacteriopheophytin (BPh) acceptor. Next there is a
charge shift from the bacteriopheophytin to a menaquinone (BPh- + QA, z
100 ps), followed by hole-filling at the oxidized special pair by a reduced
cytochrome (Fez+-cytc + BChi+, z - 10 ns).
The final charge shift from the menaquinone radical to ubiquinone occurs
in 100 ns. The overall result is charge separation across a membrane that stores
roughly 0.3 eV of chemical potential. The efficiency of this charge-separation
process is very high; most of the energy-wasting recombination reactions are
several orders of magnitude slower than the competing charge-shift reactions.
Understanding the relative rates of these processes, as well as the curious fact
that only one arm of the nearly twofold symmetric reaction center is electrontransfer (ET) active (3,4), represents a major challenge for both theoreticians
and experimentalists.
Some of the most critical steps in the functioning of mitochondrial enzymes
are long-range ET reactions. Cytochrome c oxidase, the terminal ET complex
in aerobic respiration, catalyzes the four-electron reduction of Oz to HzOand
pumps four protons across the inner mitochondrial membrane, creating a
transmembrane potential that ultimately drives ATP synthesis (5-7). Cytochrome c oxidase contains four distinct redox centers: cytochrome a and
binuclear CuAare the primary electron acceptors; oxygen activation occurs at
a binuclear cytochrome a3/CuBactive site (8-10). Experimental studies of this
enzyme have provided rate constants for many of its long-range ET reactions
(8, I l), and recent time-resolved resonance Raman measurements have detailed the individual steps in the oxygen-activationreaction (12-15). In contrast
to the primary events in photosynthesis, protein conformational dynamics as
well as bond-breaking and bond-forming processes are intimately linked to the
ET reactions of cytochrome c oxidase.
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Electron-Transfer Theory
The photosynthetic reaction center and cytochrome c oxidase are just two of
the many biological systems in which ET reactions play central roles. The
unique simplicity of ET reactions has fostered the development of a powerful
theoretical formalism that describes the rates of these processes in terms of a
small number of parameters. The conceptual breakthrough that led to the
development of ET theory was the recognition of the pivotal role played by
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Figure I Schematic representation of reactant and product potential-energy surfaces in electrontransfer reactions indicating the driving force (-AGO), the activation free energy (AG*), and the
reorganization energy (A).

the Franck-Condon principle (16). Owing to the much higher electron velocities, nuclei will remain fixed during the actual transition from reactants to
products. The transition state for this reaction must lie at a point in nuclearconfiguration space where the reactant and product states are degenerate (Figure 1). Hence, through fluctuations of the reacting molecules and their surroundings, the transition-state configuration will be reached and an electron
can transfer.
Electron tunneling in proteins occurs in reactions where the electronic interaction between redox sites is relatively weak. Under these circumstances,
the transition state for the electron-transfer reaction must be formed many
times before reactants are successfully converted to products; the process is
electronically nonadiabatic. Semiclassicaltheory (equation 1) (17) predicts that

the reaction rate for ET from a donor (D) to an acceptor (A) at fixed separation
a nuclear reorand orientation depends on the reaction driving force (-Go),
ganization parameter (A), and the electronic-coupling strength between reactants and products at the transition state (HAB) (17). This theory reduces a
complex dynamical problem in multidimensional nuclear-configuration space
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to a simple expression comprised of just two parameters (1,Hm). Equation 1
naturally partitions into nuclear (exponential) and electronic (pre-exponential)
terms: ET rates reach their maximum values (k& when the nuclear factor is
optimized (-AGO = h); these kiTvalues are limited only by the electroniccoupiing strength (%).
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Ru-Modified Proteins

Investigations of the driving-force, temperature, and distance dependences of
ET rates can be used to define the fundamental ET parameters h and HAB.
Natural systems often are not amenable to the systematic studies that are
required to explore the fundamental aspects of biological ET reactions. A
successful alternative approach involves measurements of ET in metalloproteins that have been surface-labeled with redox-active molecules (18, 19). By
varying the binding site and chemical composition of the probe molecule, it
has been possible to elucidate the factors that control the rates of long-range
ET reactions in proteins.
Ruthenium complexes are excellent reagents for protein modification and
electron-transfer studies. Ruz+-aquocomplexes readily react with surface His
residues on proteins to form stable derivatives (20,21). Low-spin pseudo-octahedral Ru complexes exhibit small structural changes upon redox cycling
between the Ru2+and Ru3+formal oxidation states. Hence, the inner-sphere
barriers to electron transfer (A,) are small. With the appropriate choice of
ligand, the R U ~ +reduction
~+
potential can be varied from < 0.0 to > 1.5 V vs
NHE. ET in a Ru-modified protein was first measured in R U ( N H ~ ) ~ ( H ~ ~ ~ ~ )
ferricytochrome c (18). Photochemical methods were used to inject an electron
into the Ru3+site on the protein surface, and this kinetic product (Ru2+-Fe3+)
subsequently converted to the thermodynamic product (Ru3+-Fez+)by intramolecular electron transfer (kET = 30 s-l, T = 295"C, -AGO = 0.20 eV). The
early experimental measurements of long-range ET rates in Ru-ammine-modified Fe-cyt c (18,22,23) were followed by related studies of other Ru-ammine
proteins [Zn-cyt c (24-26), myoglobin (Mb) (27-3 l), high-potential iron-sulfur
protein (HiPIP) (32, 33), azurin (34), plastocyanin (35, 36), stellacyanin (37,
381, cyt b5 (39h and cyt ~551(40)1.
Recent work on Ru-modified proteins has involved a Ru(bpy)z(im)(HisX)2+
(bpy = 2,2'-bipyridine; im = imidazole) label (41-45). In addition to the
attractive ET properties of Ru-ammine systems, Ru-bpy complexes have an
additional characteristic not found with the ammines: long-lived, luminescent
metal-to-ligand charge-transfer excited states. These excited states enable a
wider range of electron-transfer measurements than is possible with nonluminescent complexes (41). Furthermore, the bpy ligands raise the Ru~+'~+
reduction potential to >1 V vs NHE, making observed ET rates closer to kiT, which
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leads to more reliable estimates of HABand h. Systematic investigations of Ru
bpy-modified proteins have provided a detailed picture of long-range protein
electron transfer.

THENUCLEARFACTOR
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Reorganization Energy
The nuclear factor in equation 1 results from a classical treatment of nuclear
motions in which all reorganization is described by a single harmonic coordinate. The parameter h is defined as the energy of the reactants at the equilibrium nuclear configuration of the products (Figure 1). The remarkable aspect
of the nuclear factor is the predicted free-energy dependence (Figure 2). At
low driving forces, rates increase with -AGO, but as the driving force moves
into the region where -AGO > h, ET rates are predicted to decrease (inverted
effect). Experimental studies of electron-transferrates in synthetic model complexes (46-50) and in biological systems (1 1,51-53) have provided convincing
evidence for inverted driving-force effects.
For ET reactions in polar solvents, the dominant contribution to h arises
from reorientation of solvent molecules in response to the change in charge
distribution of the reactants (5).
Dielectric continuum models are commonly
used in calculations of solvent reorganization. The earliest models treated the
reactants as conducting spheres (17); later refinements dealt with charge shifts
inside low dielectric cavities of regular (spherical, ellipsoidal) shape (54,55).
Embedding reactants in a low dielectric medium (e.g. a membrane) can dramatically reduce reorganization energies, but the effect on ET rates depends
on the response of AGO to the nonpolar environment. Generally, low dielectric
media will reduce the driving force for charge-separation reactions (D + A +
D+ + A-), but will have a smaller effect on the energetics of charge-shift
reactions (e.g. D-+ A + D + A-).
The second component of the nuclear factor arises from changes in bond
lengths and bond angles of the donor and acceptor following electron transfer.
Classical descriptions of this inner-sphere reorganization (h,)usually are not
adequate, and quantum-mechanical refinements to equation 1 have been developed (56). The most significant consequences of quantized nuclear motions
are found in the inverted region. Owing to nuclear tunneling through the
activation barrier, highly exergonic reactions will not be as slow as predicted
by the classical model. Distortions along coordinates associated with high-frequency vibrations (> 1000 cm-I) can significantly attenuate the inverted effect
(Figure 2).
The nuclear factor reflects the interplay between driving-force and reorganization energy that regulates ET rates. A reaction in the inverted region can be
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-AGO (eV)
Figure 2 Predicted driving-force dependences of electron-transferrates using classical (solid line)

and quantum-mechanical(dotted line) descriptions of nuclear reorganization.

accelerated if a pathway is available that releases less free energy in the actual
ET step. One such pathway leads to electronically excited products (*D+,*A-);
formation of these products lowers the ET driving force by an amount equal
to the energy of the excited electronic state. An ET process that forms excited
products will be the preferred pathway if its driving force is closer to h than
that of a reaction forming ground-state products. Chemiluminescent ET reactions are a familiar example of such processes, and they are a clear demonstration of the inverted effect.

Self-Exchange Reactions
The simplest ET reactions are those in which the reactants are the same as
the products. The driving force for these self-exchange reactions is zero, and
the predicted activation free energy is just h/4(equation 1). In his formulation
of ET theory, Marcus developed expressions describing the rates and reorganization energies for ET reactions between different reagents (cross reactions) in terms of the self-exchange rates and reorganization energies for
each reactant (17). These simple expressions permit cross-reaction rates to
be estimated from self-exchange data, or self-exchange rates to be estimated
from cross-reaction data, and have proven to be a powerful predictive tool
in ET research.
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Figure 3 Redox reactions of a protein with two stable conformations in its reduced (D,D) and
oxidized (D+,
0
'
) states.

Conformational Changes
The multiple conformation, ionization, and ligand-binding states of biopolymers can severely complicate the electron-transfer problem. Oxidized and reduced proteins often have different conformations such that their redox
reactions involve major nuclear rearrangements in addition to electron transfer.
If a protein has multiple stable conformations, then new redox-reaction pathways become available. The redox reactions of a protein with two stable
conformations in its reduced (D, D) and oxidized (D+, D+) states can be
represented by the scheme in Figure 3 (57-59).
A concerted conversion of (D + A) to (D++ A-) is accompanied by a large
reorganization barrier (h) due to the D + D+ conformation change. If the
reorganization energy is great enough, sequential pathways could be more
favorable. In a sequential mechanism, the conformational change could either
precede (D + A 4 D + A + D++A-) or succeed (D + A + D+ + A- + D+
+ A-) the ET step. Many, if not most, biological redox reactions will involve
complex reaction schemes in which elementary ET steps are not the rate-limiting processes.

Cytochrome c
A study of the driving-force dependence of intramolecular ET in Ru(NH3)4L(His33)-Zn-cyt c (L = NH3, pyridine, isonicotinamide) found that rates could
be described by the parameters h = 1.15 eV and HAB= 0.1 cm-' (Figure 4)
(25). Application of the Marcus cross relation, using a value of 1.2 eV for the
electron self-exchange reorganization energy of R u ( N H ~ ) , L ( H ~ s ~ ~ )sug~+'~+,
gests that the self-exchange reorganization energy for Zn-cyt c is 1.2 eV. This
value is in good agreement with the estimated self-exchange reorganization
energy of native cyt c (1.O eV) (17). This analysis shows that the hydrophilic
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Figure 4 Driving-force dependence of electron-transfer rates in Ru-ammine-modified Znsubstituted cytochrome c (filled squares), and Ru-bpy-modified Fe-cytochrome c (open circles).

Ru-ammine complex is responsible for half of the total reorganization energy
in Ru-ammine-modified cyt c ET reactions.
Studies of self-exchange reactions have demonstrated that replacing ammonia ligands with diimine ligands substantially reduces the reorganization energy associated with Ru3+I2+ET (60). The difference can be attributed to a
decrease in solvent polarization by the larger Ru-diimine ions and to somewhat
smaller inner-sphere barriers as well. The reorganization energy for ET in
R~(bpy)~(im)(His33)-Fe-~yt
c (bpy = 2,2’-bipyridine) was then expected to be
less than 1.2 eV; a cross-relation calculation suggested a value of 0.8 eV. A
recent study of the driving-force dependence of Fe2+ + Ru3+ ET rates in
Ru(LL),(im)(His33)-Fe-~ytc (LL = bpy, 4,4’-(CH3)2-bpy, 4,4‘, 5,5’-(CH3)4bpy, 4,4’-(C0NH(C2H5)),-bpy) is in excellent agreement with this estimate (h
= 0.74 eV, Figure 4) (44).
The significant difference in reorganization energy between Ru-ammine and
Ru-bpy-modified cytochromes (Figure 4) highlights the important role of water
in protein electron transfer. The bulky bpy ligands shield the charged metal
center from the polar aqueous solution, reducing the solvent reorganization
energy. In the same manner, the medium surrounding a metalloprotein active
site will affect the reorganization energy associated with its ET reactions. A
hydrophilic active site will lead to larger reorganization energies than a hy-
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drophobic site. Consequently, the kinetics of protein ET reactions will be very
sensitive to the active-site environment.
Some have suggested that the electron-transfer reactions of cyt c may be
gated by protein conformational changes (61, 62). These ideas stem from
observations that ferricytochrome c is not as tightly folded as ferrocytochrome
c (63-65). Indeed, equilibrium titrations demonstrate that ferricytochrome c
unfolds at lower concentrations of denaturants [e.g. urea, guanidine hydrochloride (GuHCl)] than ferrocytochrome c. Extrapolations to zero denaturant concentration indicate that the free energy of folding is -8 kcal mol-' greater for
the reduced protein in aqueous solution (65). In addition, 'H N M R spectra
have been interpreted in terms of a more flexible structure for ferricytochrome
c (63). A recent measurement of the Fe2+4Ru3+ET rate in R u ( N H ~ ) ~ ( H ~ s ~ ~ ) Fecyt c demonstrates that, contrary to earlier suggestions, ET in cyt c is fully
reversible and the ratio of rate constants for the Ru2++ Fe3+and Fe2+-+ Ru3+
ET processes equals the equilibrium constant determined from electrochemical
measurements (66). This observation provides compelling evidence that, at
least on the timescales of these kinetics, conformational dynamics and energetics do not limit cyt c ET reactions.
Gated ET may be involved in the reactions of cytochrome c in the presence
of denaturants (GuHCl). The reduction potential of folded cyt c (E" = 0.26 V
vs NHE) is -0.4 eV greater than that of unfolded cyt c (65). At intermediate
GuHCl concentrations (3-4 M), ferrocytochrome c is folded and ferricytochrome c is unfolded, creating a situation similar to that represented in Figure
3. Owing to the scale of the nuclear rearrangement, redox cycling between
oxidized and reduced proteins is unlikely to occur in concert with folding (or
unfolding). Instead, the two processes should occur in sequence with the
potential of the redox partner determining the course of the reaction. Recent
work has shown that strong electron donors inject an electron into unfolded
ferricytochrome to form a transient unfolded ferrocytochrome, which then
rearranges to the folded structure in less than 100 ms (65). ET triggering
methods have the potential to bridge the ns to ms measurement time gap for
protein folding (65).

Myoglobin
Myoglobin (Mb) is an oxygen-binding heme protein that, like cyt c, can
participate in electron-transferreactions. Unlike cyt c, however, Mb undergoes
a coordination change upon cycling between the Fe3+and Fe2+oxidation states.
The heme in Fe3+-Mbis a high-spin, six-coordinate complex with His93 and
H 2 0 axial ligands; Fe2+-Mbhas a high-spin, five-coordinate heme bound only
to His93 (67). This situation is analogous to that represented in Figure 3. The
ET reactions of Mb are necessarily coupled to the dynamics and energetics of
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H20 binding to both the ferro- and fem-hemes. This type of coordination
change is not uncommon in heme enzymes, and it can have profound consequences for ET kinetics.
A cyclic voltametric study suggests that water binding (kb) and dissociation (kf) in Fe2+-Mbare quite slow (kf = 1.0(5), kb = OS(2) s-l) (68). This study
also led to the suggestion that five-coordinate, high-spin Fe2+-Mbis electrochemically inactive and that water binding is the rate-limiting process for
oxidation to met-Mb [Fe(OH2)3+-Mb].Whether the same is true for homogeneous oxidations of Fe2+-Mbdepends very much upon the reaction driving
force. Observed rates of Fe2+oxidation in Ru(NH3).,L(His48)-modifiedMb
[L, kET &(-AGO, eV): NH3, 0.04 (0.02); py, 2.5 (0.28); isn, 3.0 (0.35) (30)]
are within an order of magnitude of the proposed H20-dissociation rate, but
since two of the rates are at least five times faster than kb, the ET reaction is
apparently not gated by the ligand-binding process. The slowest reaction (L =
NH3) could involve a ligand-binding pre-equilibrium step prior to electron
transfer. In the two faster reactions (L = py, isn), water binding to the heme
iron must occur during or after electron transfer. If this process is concerted,
then h will be substantiallygreater than the 1.2-eV value found for ETreactions
in Ru-modified cyt c. In a sequential ET/ligand-bindingmechanism, the driving
force for the ET process will be lower by an amount equal to the free-energy
change for water binding to Fe3+-Mb.Although the dynamics of ligand binding
do not appear to limit these Ru-modified Mb ET reactions, the energetics of
water binding to both Fe2+-Mband Fe3+-Mbplay a critical role.
Much of the complexity of Mb redox reactions can be eliminated by replacing the heme with luminescent metalloporphyrins (e.g. ZnP, MgP, CdP, H2P,
PdP, PtP; P = porphyrin dianion). A previous analysis of ET reactions in
Ru(ammine)(His48)-modified, metal-substituted Mb suggested a reorganization energy of 1.26 eV (30). The ET rates of Ru(ammine)(His48)-modified
Fe-Mb could be described by this reorganization energy, but with a slightly
smaller value of HAB.These results are quite similar to those found for Ru(ammine)(His33)-cyt c, but they provide no information about the role of the
coordination change in the ET reaction.
These investigations of ET in Ru-modified cyt c and Mb provide some
insight into the factors affecting energies in heme proteins. The presence of
water around one or both redox sites has a significant impact: More water
leads to larger values of h. Excluding water by burying redox centers inside
hydrophobic pockets or in membranes can lead to unusually small reorganization energies. The redox cofactors of the photosynthetic reaction center are
embedded in a membrane-spanning helical protein matrix, and extremely small
reorganization energies have been estimated for the initial ET step in photosynthesis (69, 70). This small value of h leads to a deeply inverted charge-recombination reaction and is likely to be responsible for the overall efficiency
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of photochemical energy storage. The recent x-ray crystal structures of cytochrome c oxidase will provide important information for the analysis of electron transfer in this enzyme (9, 10). Long-range ET reactions in cytochrome
c oxidase proceed at remarkably fast rates. The rate constant for ET from cyt
c to CuA is 105 s-l (-AGO = 0.02 eV) (71) and that for CuA 4 cyt u ET is 2
x lo4 s-l (-AGO = 0.1 eV; 19 A metal-metal distance) (9, 11, 72). Strong
coupling (vide infra) and low reorganization energies are required to explain
the observed ET rates.

ELECTRONIC COUPLING
Theoretical Models
Nonadiabatic ET reactions are characterized by weak electronic interaction
between the reactants and products at the transition-statenuclear configuration
HA^ kBT).This coupling is directly related to the strength of the electronic
interaction between the donor and acceptor (73). When donors and acceptors
are separated by long distances (>lo A), the D/A interaction will be quite
small.

h 1974 Hopfield described biological ET
in terms of electron tunneling through a square potential barrier (74). In this
model,
(and, hence, ET) drops off exponentially with increasing D-A
separation. The height of the tunneling barrier relative to the energies of the
D/A states determines the distance-decay constant (p). A decay constant in the
range of 3.5-5 A-1 has been estimated for donors and acceptors separated by
a vacuum and, as a practical matter, ET is prohibitively slow at D-A separations
(R) greater than 8 8, (& < 10 s-l). An intervening medium between redox
sites reduces the height of the tunneling barrier, leading to a smaller distancedecay constant. Hopfield estimated p - 1.4 8,-l for biological ET reactions on
the basis of measurements of the temperature dependence of ET from a cytochrome to the oxidized special pair in the photosynthetic reaction center of
Chromatium vinosum (74). An 8-8,edge-edge separation was estimated on the
basis of this decay constant; later structural studies revealed that the actual
distance was somewhat greater (12.3 A).
HOMOGENEOUS-BARRIER MODELS

SUPEREXCHANGE-COUPLINGMODELS The square-barrier models assume that
the distant couplings result from direct overlap of localized donor and acceptor
wavefunctions. In long-range ET (R > 10 A), the direct interaction between
donors and acceptors is negligible; electronic states of the intervening bridge
mediate the coupling via superexchange. If oxidized states of the bridge mediate the coupling, the process is referred to as hole transfer; mediation by
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reduced bridge states is known as electron transfer. In 1961 McConnell developed a superexchange coupling model to describe charge-transfer interactions
between donors and acceptors separated by spacers comprised of m identical
repeat units (equation 2) (75). The total coupling depends upon the interaction
between adjacent hole

or electron states in the bridge (hj), the energy difference between the degenerate D/A states and the bridge states (A), and the interactions between the D
and A states and the bridge (hD, hA).
The McConnell model assumes that only nearest-neighbor interactions
mediate the coupling and consequently predicts that HAB will vary exponentially with the number of repeat units in the bridge. Several studies of the
distance dependence of ET in synthetic donor-acceptor complexes agree quite
well with this prediction. Ab initio calculations of Hm for bridges composed
of saturated alkane spacers, however, suggest that the simple superexchange
model is not quantitatively accurate (76-79). Nonnearest-neighbor interactions were found to dominate the couplings and, except in a few cases,
nearest-neighbor interactions were relatively unimportant. A particularly
significant finding in these studies is that nonnearest-neighbor interactions
make the coupling along a saturated alkane bridge quite sensitive to its
conformation.
The medium separating redox sites in proteins is comprised of a complex
array of bonded and nonbonded contacts, and an ab initio calculation of
coupling strengths is a formidable challenge. The homologous-bridge superexchange model (equation 2) is not suitable, because of the diverse interactions
in proteins. Beratan, Onuchic, and their coworkers developed a generalization
of the McConnell superexchangecoupling model that accommodates the structural complexity of a protein matrix (80-84). In this tunneling-pathway model,
the medium between D and A is decomposed into smaller subunits linked by
covalent bonds, hydrogen bonds, or through-spacejumps. Each link is assigned
a coupling decay (EC, E ~ E, ~ ) ,and a structure-dependent searching algorithm
is used to identify the optimum coupling pathway between the two redox sites.
The total coupling of a single pathway is given as a repeated product of the
couplings for the individual links:

A tunneling pathway can be describedin terms of an effective covalent tunneling
path comprised of n (nonintegral)covalent bonds, with a total length equal to q
(equation4). The relationshipbetween 01 and the direct D-A distance (R) reflects
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the coupling efficiency of a pathway (45). The variation of ET rates with R
depends upon the coupling decay for a single covalent bond (e),
and the
magnitude of depends critically upon the energy of the tunneling electron
relative to the energies of the bridge hole and electron states (85). In considering
ET data from different protein systems,care must be taken to compare reactions
in which oxidants (for hole tunneling) have similar reduction potentials.

Rate vs Distance
The D-A distance decay of protein ET rate constants depends on the capacity
of the polypeptide matrix to mediate distant electronic couplings. In a seminal
paper in 1992, Dutton and coworkers showed (86) that Hopfield's protein
distance-decay constant (1.4 A-') (74) could be used to estimate long-range
ET rates in the photosynthetic reaction center (RC). Although Dutton's
rate/distance correlation gives a rough indication of RC coupling strengths (86,
87), extensive theoretical work clearly shows that the intervening polypeptide
structure must be taken into account in attempts to understand distant D-A
couplings in other proteins (80-84, 88-97).
The tunneling-pathwaymodel has proven to be one of the most useful methods
for estimating long-range electronic couplings (80-82). Employing this model,
Beratan, Betts, and Onuchic predicted in 1991 that proteins comprised largely of
P-sheet structures would be more effective at mediating long-range couplings
than those built from a helices (84). This analysis can be taken a step further by
comparing the coupling efficiencies of individual protein secondary structural
elements (p sheets, a helices). The coupling efficiency can be determined from
the variation of 61 as a function of R. A linear o,/R relationship implies that k&
will be an exponential function of R; the distance-decay constant is determined
by the slope of the ol/Rplot and the value of E ~ .
A p sheet is comprised of extended polypeptide chains interconnected by
hydrogen bonds; the individual strands of p sheets define nearly linear coupling
pathways along the peptide backbone spanning 3.4 A per residue. The tunneling length for a P strand exhibits an excellent linear correlation with kcarbon
separation (Rg, Figure 4); the best linear fit with zero intercept yields a slope
of 1.37 O& (distance-decay constant = 1.0 A-1). Couplings across a P sheet
depend upon the ability of hydrogen bonds to mediate the D/A interaction.
The standard parameterization of the tunneling-pathway model defines the
coupling decay across a hydrogen bond in terms of the heteroatom separation:
EH = E&

exp[-l.7(R-2.8)]

5.
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If the two heteroatoms are separatedby twice the 1.4-Acovalent-bonddistance,
then the hydrogen-bond decay is assigned a value equal to that of acovalent bond
(82). Longer heteroatom separationslead to weaker predicted couplings, but this
relationship has not yet been confirmed experimentally.
In the coiled a-helix structure a linear distance of just 1.5 %, is spanned per
residue. In the absence of mediation by hydrogen bonds, o1is a very steep
function of Rp, implying that an a helix is a poor conductor of electronic
coupling (2.7 ol/Rp, distance-decay constant = 1.97 A-l, Figure 5 ) (45). If the
hydrogen-bond networks in a helices mediate coupling, then the BeratanOnuchic parameterization of hydrogen-bond couplings suggests a ol/Rp ratio
of 1.72 (distance-decay constant = 1.26 A-1, Figure 5 ) . Treating hydrogen
bonds as covalent bonds further reduces this ratio (1.29 ol/Rp, distance-decay
constant = 0.94 %,-I, Figure 5). Hydrogen-bond interactions will determine
whether a helices are vastly inferior to or slightly better than p sheets in
mediating long-range electronic couplings.
The coiled helical structure leads to poorer ol/Rp correlations, especially
for values of R p under 10 A. In this distance region, the tunneling pathway
model predicts little variation in coupling efficiencies for the different
secondary structures (Figure 5). The coupling in helical structures could be
highly anisotropic. Electron transfer along a helix may have a very different
distance dependence from ET across helices. In the latter cases, the coupling
efficiency will depend on the nature of the interactions between helices. p
sheets and a helices are described by quite different peptide bond angles (0,
cp). Ab initio calculations on saturated hydrocarbons have suggested that
different conformations provide different couplings (76). Thus, different
values of Q might be necessary to describe couplings in p sheets and a
helices.
Analyses of ET rate/distance relationships require a consistent definition of
the D-A distance. When comparing rates from systems with different donors
and/or acceptors, identifying a proper distance measure can be difficult. All
maximum ET rates should extrapolate to a common adiabatic rate as R approaches van der Waals contact. So-called edge-to-edge distances are often
employed but introduce many ambiguities, not the least of which is defining
the set of atoms that constitute the edges of D and A. For planar aromatic
molecules (e.g. chlorophylls, pheophytins, quinones), edge-edge separations
are usually defined on the basis of the shortest distance between aromatic
carbon atoms of D and A. In transition-metal complexes (e.g. Fe-heme, Ruammine, Ru-bpy), however, atoms on the periphery are not always well coupled to the central metal, and empirical evidence suggests that metal-metal
distances are more appropriate. This dichotomy is by no means rigorously
supported by experimental data, but instead represents the best available compromise. In the following analyses, edge-edge distances will be used for ET
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Figure 5 Plots of 01 vs Rp for an idealized p strand and a helix. The solid lines are the best linear
fits with zero intercept. The slope of the P-strand line is 1.37 (circles). For the a helix (squares),
three different treatments of the hydrogen-bondinteraction were used: no mediation of coupling, a
slope = 2.7; Beratan-Onuchic parameterization of hydrogen-bond couplings, C ~ Hslope = 1.72;
hydrogen bonds treated as covalent bonds, CXHC slope = 1.22.

reactions between aromatic donors and acceptors, metal-metal separations will
be used for reactions involving two transition-metalcomplexes, and edge-meta1 distances will be used for mixed metauaromatic-molecule reactions.

Azurin, a P-Sheet Protein
A great deal of work has been done on blue copper proteins. In azurin, a
prototypal blue protein with a P-barrel tertiary structure (Figure 6), the central
Cu atom is coordinated to Cysl12 (S), His1 17 (N), and His46 (N) donor atoms
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cu

Hisl 22
His107
Hisl 24
His109
His126

Figure 6 Structure of Pseudomonus uenrgimsu azurin including the His residues that have been
coordinated to Ru(bpy)*(irn)'+; the Cys3-Cys26 disulfide group is also shown.

in a trigonal planar structure, with weakly interacting Met121 (S) and Gly45
(carbonyl 0 atom) ligands above and below the plane. Individual p strands
that extend from these ligands form a p sheet. The structural similarity of
oxidized and reduced azurin, as well as the large self-exchange rate constant
[ 10s M-' s-l (17)], suggests relatively small reorganization barriers to electron
transfer. A study of the temperature dependence of the redox potentials and
ET rates in R~(bpy)~(im)(His83)-azurinis consistent with a reorganization
energy of 0.8 eV, and it indicates that Cu+ + Ru3+ ET rates measured in
Ru(bpy)z(im)(HisX)-aunnsare close to kiT (85).
We have measured the coupling along p strands in Ru-modified derivatives
of azurin (45).Five azurin mutants have been prepared with His residues at
different sites on the strands extending from Met121 (His122, His124, His126)
and Cysll2 (Hisl09, HislO7) (Figure 6); Ru(bpy)2(im)2+has been coordinated
to these surface His groups and intraprotein Cu+ + Ru3+ET rates have been
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R (4
Figure 7 Plot of log & vs R: Ru-modified azurins (filled circles) (45, 85,98); Cys3-Cys2qS3
+Cu2+ET in azurin (diamond) (103-105); Ru-modified Mb (filled squares) (106, 107) and the RC
(open squares) (86). Solid lines are the best linear fits with an intercept at 1013and correspond to
distance decays of 1.1
for azurin and 1.4 A-' for Mb and the RC.

measured using photochemical techniques (45,98). The variation of kk with
direct metal-metal separation (RM)is well described by an exponential function
with a decay constant of 1.1 A-1 (F4gure 7). The result is in remarkably good
agreement with the slope predicted for the coupling decay along a strand of
an ideal p sheet.
Owing to the unusual Cu coordination, the couplings along different strands
should show striking variations. Detailed electronic structure calculations indicate that the S atom of Cysll2 has by far the strongest coupling to the Cu
center; the His (imidazole) couplings are somewhat weaker than that of the
Cys ligand, and the Met121 (S) and Gly45 (0)couplings are just a fraction of
the Cys coupling (99, 100). These highly anisotropic ligand interactions
strongly favor pathways that couple to the Cu through Cysll2. Couplings
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along different p strands would be expected to have the same distance-decay
constants, but different intercepts at close contact. In light of these findings,
the fact that the distance dependence of ET in Ru-modified azurin can be
described by a single straight line (Figure 7) is quite surprising.
One explanation for uniform distance dependence of couplings along the
Met121 and Cysll2 strands is that strong interstrand hydrogen bonds serve to
direct all of the distant couplings through the Cysl12 ligand. A hydrogen bond
between Metl21(0) and Cys112(NH) could mediate coupling from the Ru
complex bound to His 122. A second hydrogen bond [Gly123(0)-Phe 1lO(NH)]
would provide a coupling link for His124 and His126 ET reactions. The
importance of the pathways that cross from the Met121 strand to the Cysll2
strand depends upon the coupling efficiencies of the hydrogen bonds. Modelcomplex studies have demonstrated efficient electron transfer across hydrogen-bonded interfaces (101, 102). In the standard Beratan-Onuchic pathway
model, hydrogen-bond couplings are distance-scaled and generally afford
weaker couplings than covalent bonds (82). This procedure for calculating
hydrogen-bond couplings cannot explain the similar distance dependences of
ET along the Met121 and Cysll2 strands in Ru-modified azurins. Treating
the hydrogen bonds as covalent bonds in the tunneling-pathway model ( E =
~
E; ), however, does lead to better agreement with experiment (85).
Long-range ET from the Cys3-Cys26 disulfide radical anion to the copper
in azurin has been studied extensively by Farver and Pecht (103-105). Estimates based on experimental rate data indicate that the S2/Cu coupling is
unusually strong for a donor/acceptor pair separated by 26 A. Relatively strong
Cu/Ru couplings also have been found for ET reactions involving Ru-modified
His83 (85). Interestingly, both the Cys3-Cys26 and His83 couplings fit on the
1.1 A-l distance decay defined by the couplings along the Met121 and Cysll2
strands (Figurk 7). Strong interstrand hydrogen bonds may be responsible for
the efficient couplings from the disulfide site and from His83. The tunnelingpathway model can only explain the electronic couplings to these two sites if
hydrogen-bond couplings in this P-sheet protein are comparable to covalentbond couplings. Thus, p sheets appear to be tightly knit structures that efficiently and isotropically mediate distant electronic couplings.

a-Helical Proteins
Donor-acceptor pairs separated by a helices include the heme-Ru redox sites
in two Ru-modified myoglobins, Ru(bpy)2(im)(HisX)-Mb (X = 83,95; Figure
8) (106-107) and the QA-BCh2 and QB-BChZ (QA = menaquinone, QB =
ubiquinone, BCh2 = bacteriochlorophyll special pair; Figure 9) redox centers
in the photosyntheticreaction center (1,86,108). The tunneling pathway from
His95 to the Mb-heme is comprised of a short section of a helix terminating
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His70

Figure 8 Structure of Mb including the His residues that have been coordinated to Ru(bpy)2(irn)’+.

at His93, the heme axial ligand. The coupling for the [Fe2+-+ Ru3+(His95)lMb ET reaction (106) is of the same magnitude as that found in Ru-modified
azurins with comparable D-A spacings. This result is consistent with the
tunneling-pathway model, which predicts very little difference in the coupling
efficiencies of a helices and p sheets at small D-A separations (Figure 5 ) . The
electronic couplings estimated from the [Fe2+4 Ru3+(His83)]-Mb(107) and
[ Q A ,+BCh$]-RC
~
(86) ET rates, however, are substantiallyweaker than those
found in ksheet structures at similar separations, suggesting a larger distancedecay constant for a helices (Figure 7). Differences in hydrogen bonding in
p sheets and a helices may be responsible for this behavior. Infrared spectra
in the amide I (vCo, CO stretch) region show that hydrogen bonding in a
helices (vco = 165CL1660 cm-I) is significant (nonhydrogen-bonded peptides,
vco = 1680-1700 cm-l), but it is not as strong as that in p sheets (vco - 1630
cm-’) (109, 110). If spectroscopicallyderived hydrogen-bond strengths reflect
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Figure 9 Structure of the photosynthetic reaction center from Rhodobacrer sphaeroides (108).

electronic-coupling efficiencies, then long-range couplings at given distances
along a helices will be weaker than those at corresponding distances along p
strands.

Coupling Zones
The tunneling-pathway model suggests that different protein secondary structures mediate electronic coupling with different efficiencies, a notion supported
by experimental evidence. We can define different ET coupling zones in a rate
vs distance plot (Figure 10).The p-sheet zone, representing efficient mediation
of electronic coupling, is bound by coupling-decay constants of 0.9 and 1.15
A-'. All of the ET rates measured with Ru-modified azurin fall in this zone.
The a-helix zone describes systems with couplingdecay constants between
1.25 and 1.6 A-'. ET rates from Ru(His83)-modified myoglobin and the two
RC Q-BCh2pairs lie in this zone. ET rate data are available for a Ru-modified
myoglobin (His70) where the intervening medium is not a simple section of
a helix; the His70-Mb ET rate lies in the p-sheet zone (106). In the photosynthetic reaction center, two BCh3 hole-filling reactions occur over relatively
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Figure IO Plot of log k k vs R illustratingthe different ET coupling zones. Zones (shaded regions)
are bounded by the following distance-decay lines: a zone, 1.25 and 1.6 A-'; p zone, 1.15 and 0.9
A-'. The lighter shaded region is the interface between the a and p zones. For Ru-bpy-modified
proteins, metal-metal separation distances are used. Distances between redox sites in the RC are
report$d as edge-edge separations. Ru-modified azurin data (filled circles) (45,85 98): (Ru-label
s i t e , k s-',RA]His122,7.1x106, 15.9;His124,2.2x1O4,20.6;His126,1.3~1&,26.0;His109,
8.5 x lo', 17.9; Hisl07.2.4 x 10'. 25.7; His83 1.0 x lo6, 16.9. Ru-modified m oglobin data (filled
squares) (106, 107): His83 2.5 x Id, 18.9; His95 2.3 x lo6, 18.0; His70 1.6 107, 16.6. Ru-modified
cyt c data (open circles) (45): His39,3.3 x lo6, 20.3; His33,2.7 x lo6, 17.9; His66.1.3 x lo6, 18.9;
His72, 1.0 x lo6, 13.8; His58, 6.3 x lo4, 20.2; His62 1.0 x lo4, 20.2; His54, 3.1 x lo4, 22.5;
His54(11e52), 5.8 x lo4, 21.5. Cys3-Cys26(Sa + Cu''FT in azurin (diamond) (103-105): 1.0 x
IO', 26. RC data (open squares) (86): [donorto BChz, km s-', R A] QX, 1.6 x lo', 22.5;Qi. 1.6,
23.4; BPh-, 4.0 x lo9, 10.1; cyt css, 1.6 x lo8, 12.3.

short distances where the differences between the P-sheet and a-helix zones
are less distinct: The observed rates lie between the two zones (86).
The coupling-zone concept sets the stage for analyses of ET rates in a wide
variety of proteins. Cyt c has a tightly packed structure but is not dominantly
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His72

His33
Figure I1 Structure of cytochrome c including the His residues that have been coordinated to
Ru( bpy)*(im)”.

a helical or P sheet (Figure 11). Analysis of the distance dependence of the
Fez+ -) Ru3+ET rates in eight Ru-modified derivatives of cyt c suggests that
this protein mediates electronic coupling with an efficiency comparable to that
found in azurin (45). Even though the structures separating redox sites are not
simple P strands or sheets, most of the tunneling pathways are fairly direct
and therefore provide effective coupling routes. An exception is His72-modified cyt c: The metal-metal separation distance in this protein is 13.8 A, yet
the ET rate is just lo6 s-l (a value in the a-helix zone; Figure 10). The poor
coupling, however, is not due to an intervening a helix, but rather to a poor
pathway that includes a through-space jump (42). The coupling estimated from
a driving-force study of ET kinetics in Ru(bpy)32+-modifiedcyt b5 places this
system in the region between the a-helix and P-sheet zones (53).
The variations in coupling efficiencies among different protein secondary
structures could have important functional consequences. In a crude sense,
P-sheet structures could act as conducting pathways through proteins while a
helices might provide insulation against long-range electron transfer. In multisubunit redox enzymes such as cytochrome c oxidase, the structure between
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subunits may play a key role in directing and regulating electron flow. Inspection of the structure of the oxidase reveals that ET from CuA (subunit 11) to
cytochrome a (subunit I) occurs over a 19-A Cu-Fe distance through a direct
coupling pathway consisting of 14 covalent bonds and 2 hydrogen bonds (9,
10, 111). Based on the relative bond couplings extracted from work on Rumodified proteins, the 19-8, CuA/cyta ET rate falls in the efficient (p) coupling
zone of Figure 9 ( kkT between 4 x 104 and 8 x 105 s-'). With these kkT values,
the reorganization energy for CuAto cyt a ET must be between 0.15 and 0.5
eV (1 11). It apparently is the combination of a low reorganization energy and
an efficient ET pathway that allows electrons to flow rapidly with only a small
change in free energy from the CuA center of subunit I1 to cytochrome a in
subunit I of the oxidase.
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